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Genesis:
In the Union Budget 2020-21 an announcement was made by Hon’ble Finance Minister ‘to build a
seamless national cold supply chain for perishables, inclusive of milk, meat and fish, the Indian
Railways will set up a “Kisan Rail” – through PPP arrangements. There shall be refrigerated
coaches in Express and Freight trains as well.’
Farmers, especially small and marginal farmers, often find it difficult to sell their produce in
markets beyond a certain distance, primarily due to factors such as non-availability of affordable
transport, delay in transit resulting in damage/decay to produce, and unwillingness of road
transporters to carry small sized consignments.
In order to overcome such hurdles which have been preventing small and marginal farmers from
reaching larger markets, an announcement was made in the Union Budget 2020-21 regarding Indian
Railways to set up a ‘Kisan Rail’ for transportation of perishables, inclusive of milk, meat and fish.
Purpose:
The idea behind running Kisan Rail services is to move perishables including fruits, vegetables,
meat, poultry, fishery and dairy products from production or surplus regions to consumption or
deficient regions, and speedy movement to ensure minimum damage during transit.
Kisan Rail is a step to enable farmers to utilize the vast railway network to gain access to distant,
bigger and more lucrative markets. Access to such markets will enable farmers to sell their produce
at a better price, which will go a long way in fulfilling Government’s vision of ‘doubling farmers’
income.’ Kisan Rail is a factor enabling improvement in terms of trade for farmers and the real
returns received by farmers for their produce.
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Salient Features:







Vast network of Indian Railways enables farmers from remote villages to connect to the
mainstream market and sell their agricultural produce.
Saves times and encourages farmers to transport their perishables to greater distances and bigger
markets.
50 percent subsidy is given in freight (being borne by Ministry of Food Processing Industries)
for transportation of fruits and vegetables.
Kisan Rails are based on the concept of multi commodity, multi consignor, multi consignee and
multi stoppages – to help small farmers with lesser produce to transport their consignment
without any middleman.
There is no minimum limit on quantity that can be booked, enabling small famers to reach
bigger and distant markets.

Execution:
Railways have been pursuing with various stake holders to plan roll out of Kisan train services.
Based on demand pattern and feedback received from stakeholders, Railways have so far operated
Kisan Rail services on 32 routes (till 12th Feb 2021)
The first Kisan Rail Service was flagged off between Devlali (Maharashtra) and Danapur (Bihar) on
7th August 2021 by Hon’ble Minister for Railways and Hon’ble Minister for Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare.
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Booking Process:
The farmers have to approach the Chief Parcel Supervisor of the Railway Stations from where the
Kisan Rail service is scheduled to originate or to have enroute stoppage, along with their
consignment. Due care is taken to ensure that the packing condition is not faulty. The consignment
is weighed and charges are levied as per the prescribed parcel rates (P-scale).
Subsidy of 50% on freight is given upfront to the farmers (i.e. they are charged only half the actual
freight for the consignment). The subsidy is being borne by the Ministry of Food Processing
Industries under their Operation Greens – TOP to Total scheme. Initially, the subsidy was on
limited (notified) types/ categories of fruits and vegetables.
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However, looking into the popularity of the scheme and demand from farmers, the subsidy has now
been extended to all fruits and vegetables.
All the Kisan Rail services are running as per scheduled Time Table. Adequate stoppage time has
been provided at nominated stations to ensure that loading and unloading of consignments takes
place smoothly.
Acceptance:
The Kisan Rail services have been availed by a vast magnitude of farmers to transport fruits and
vegetables, including capsicum, banana, potato, tomato, chillies, ginger, garlic, onions, oranges,
apples, melons, guava, papaya, pomegranate, grapes, cauliflower, kiwi, etc.

Transported
commodities
weighing as
little as 20 kgs.

More than 60 loading
stations.
Commodities being loaded
from
Western and Southern
regions to Northern,
Eastern and NE region
Eastern and Northern
regions to NE region

Besides fruits and vegetables, Kisan Rail services are also gaining popularity as medium for
transportation of other perishable articles like flowers, dairy products, eggs and fishes etc.

No. of Services -241

Routes covered - 32
Commodities carried - 80,000
tonnes approx

KISAN RAIL
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Month-wise breakup of Kisan Rail Services
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Flagging off of 100th Kisan Rail by Hon’ble Prime Minister on 28th Dec 2020

Impact:
Routes covered by Railways (data upto 12.2.2021)
Route

From – To

States

Route

From - To

States

1

Devlali to Danapur (now
Sangola to Muzaffarpur)

Maharashtra -Bihar

17

Nagarsol to Baihata

Maharashtra - Assam

2

Anantpur to Delhi

AP - Delhi

18

Nagarsol to Malda Town

Maharashtra - WB

3
4

Yeshwantpur to Delhi
Nagpur to Delhi
Chhindwara to
Howrah/New Tinsukia

Karnataka - Delhi
MP - Delhi

19
20

Dahanu Rd to Delhi
Tarakeswar to Dimapur

Maharashtra - Delhi
WB - Nagaland

MP - WB

21

Yeola to NJP

Maharashtra - WB

6

Sangola to Howrah (via SC)

Maharashtra - WB

22

Yeola to Chitpur

Maharashtra - WB

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Sangola to Shalimar
Indore to New Guwahati
Ratlam to New Guwahati
Indore to Agartala
Jalandhar to Jirania
Nagarsol to NGC
Nagarsol to Chitpur
Nagarsol to NJP
Nagarsol to Naugachia
Nagarsol to Fatuha

Maharashtra - WB
MP - Assam
MP - Assam
MP - Tripura
PUNJAB - Tripura
Maharashtra - Assam
Maharashtra - WB
Maharashtra - Assam
Maharashtra - Bihar
Maharashtra - Bihar

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Nagarsol to Agartala
Yeola to Fatuha
Dhoraji to NGC
Nagarsol to Dhupguri
Nagarsol to GourMalda
Mahuva to Naugachia
Mahuva to Motihari
Warangal to Barasat
Dhupguri to Dharmanagar
Nagarsol to Sankrail

Maharashtra - Tripura
Maharashtra - Bihar
Gujarat - Assam
Maharashtra - WB
Maharashtra - WB
Gujarat - Bihar
Gujarat - Bihar
AP - WB
WB - Tripura
Maharashtra - WB
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Potential recognized :
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Way Forward:

A study has been undertaken to assess important aspects of the project so as to obtain efficiency and
economies of scale such as  Pattern of production, consumption and transportation of agricultural produce across the
country;
 Nearest rail head amenable for Kisan rail service;
 Identification of local agencies (farmers co-operatives, FPO, APMCs) involved in
aggregation of different agro produce at identified locations;
 Procedures for first-mile-last-mile connectivity;
 Standard Operating Procedure for handling of perishables at railway stations, etc.
*********
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